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Abstract
As deep neural networks (DNNs) play a critical
role in various fields, the models themselves hence
are becoming an important asset that needs to be
protected. To achieve this, various neural network
fingerprint methods have been proposed. How-
ever, existing fingerprint methods fingerprint the
decision boundary by adversarial examples, which
is not robust to model modification and adversar-
ial defenses. To fill this gap, we propose a ro-
bust fingerprint method MetaFinger, which fin-
gerprints the inner decision area of the model by
meta-training, rather than the decision boundary.
Specifically, we first generate many shadow mod-
els with DNN augmentation as meta-data. Then
we optimize some images by meta-training to en-
sure that only models derived from the protected
model can recognize them. To demonstrate the ro-
bustness of our fingerprint approach, we evaluate
our method against two types of attacks including
input modification and model modification. Exper-
iments show that our method achieves 99.34% and
97.69% query accuracy on average, surpassing ex-
isting methods over 30%, 25% on CIFAR-10 and
Tiny-ImageNet, respectively. Our code is available
at https://github.com/kangyangWHU/MetaFinger/

1 Introduction
In recent years, deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved
state-of-the-art performance in a wide range of fields, includ-
ing computer vision, speech recognition, autonomous driv-
ing, etc. Training such a model is a non-trivial task that re-
quires tedious data collection, time-consuming model train-
ing, and careful model testing. Hence the models are becom-
ing the business assets and need to be guarded against steal-
ing, and illegal redistribution.

To protect the intellectual property (IP) of the owner’s
model (the source model), two groups of works have been
proposed: model watermark and model fingerprint. Model
watermark methods either embed bit messages into the model
weights or force the model to remember a query set that is
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Figure 1: The intuition of our approach.

used to verify the identity of suspicious models. Whichever
model watermark techniques the owner applies, it inevitably
sacrifices the utility of the model. Recent work [Lukas et al.,
2021] also points that existing model watermark approaches
are not robust against removal attacks. Model fingerprint
methods [Cao et al., 2021; Lukas et al., 2019] extract the fin-
gerprint from trained models without modifying the model at
all, which shows great potential to protect the model. They
first construct a query set from the source model which can
prove the identity of the source model, then they query the
suspicious model with the query set. If the outputs match the
source model with a high rate, they judge that the suspicious
model is a copy from the source model.

However, existing fingerprint methods fingerprint the de-
cision boundary by adversarial examples [Szegedy et al.,
2013], which suffer from the following problems. First, the
decision boundary is likely to move under model modifica-
tion, which makes the fingerprint methods less reliable. Sec-
ond, adversarial examples can be defeated by adversarial de-
fenses such as input modification [Xu et al., 2017] and ad-
versarial training [Zhang et al., 2019], hence it may fail to
identify the real stolen models.

To solve those problems, in this paper, we present a robust
neural fingerprint method MetaFinger which fingerprints the
inner decision area where images in this area can only be rec-
ognized by models derived from the source model. The in-
tuition of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1. According
to Nguyen et al. [2015], DNNs also classify unrecognizable
images with high confidence. Inspired by this, we assume
there are two decision areas in the image space for a model:
normal area that is full of normal images and noisy area that
consists of noisy images. For natural images belonging to the
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normal area, they can be successfully classified by all well-
trained models, so they cannot be applied to fingerprint the
model. But for noisy images, even well-performed models
have large divergences. Only models with similar decision
boundary predict those images with the same labels because
their decision boundary has a large overlap. Therefore, we
can adopt noisy images to fingerprint the inner decision area
of the source model.

Specifically, our approach includes two stages: meta-data
generation and meta-training. In the meta-data generation
stage, we first train a source model and some negative mod-
els from scratch. Then inspired by data augmentation, we
apply DNN augmentation operation on the models to con-
struct a positive model pool and a negative model pool as
meta-data. Then in the meta-training stage, we optimize the
images with meta-training guided by triple loss to ensure the
images can only be recognized by models that stem from the
source model. Finally, we screen out the successful images to
construct the query set.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose MetaFinger, a robust DNN fingerprint ap-
proach for protecting the IP of the owner’s model. It op-
timizes some images to fingerprint the inner decision area
of the source model by meta-training.

• To reduce the overhead of meta-training, we propose DNN
augmentation that augments the DNN with noise and fine-
tunes it. Experiments show that our DNN augmentation
strategy significantly reduces the number of required mod-
els and improves the query accuracy.

• Experiments demonstrate that MetaFinger is robust against
two types of removal attacks including input modification,
model modification. Compared with previous methods,
our approach achieves 99.34% and 97.69% query accuracy
on average, exceeding current methods over 30%, 25% on
CIFAR-10, and Tiny-ImageNet dataset, respectively.

2 Related Work
2.1 Model Watermark
Existing model watermark methods can be grouped into
two categories: parameter based and query set based. Pa-
rameter based watermark methods [Uchida et al., 2017;
Darvish Rouhani et al., 2019; Wang and Kerschbaum, 2021]
embed messages into the model parameters by adding new
regularization terms to the task loss, then extract those mes-
sages during white-box verification. Uchida et al. [2017] first
embed bit messages into the weights during the training pro-
cess by combining task loss and embedding loss. To keep
the distribution of model parameters undetectable, Wang et
al. [2021] propose RIGA, which leverages the idea of gener-
ative adversarial networks to embed the messages.

Query set based watermark methods first build a query set
from the source model, then they query the suspicious model
in black-box setting. If the suspicious models predict the
same labels for most of the query samples (greater than a
threshold), they consider the model is illegally copied. Many
works [Adi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018;

Jia et al., 2021; Szyller et al., 2021] utilize backdoor at-
tacks to construct the query set. They implant triggers or
samples into the model during training or fine-tuning as
done in backdoor attacks. Once embedded with the back-
door, the source model will output specific labels for the
query set. Some other works [Le Merrer et al., 2020;
Chen et al., 2019] leverage adversarial examples to construct
the query set.

2.2 Model Fingerprint
Instead of inserting the watermark into the source model,
model fingerprint methods directly extract a fingerprint from
the trained source model without affecting the model. Cao et
al. [2021] use adversarial examples from the decision bound-
ary as query set, and Lukas et al. [2019] use conferable adver-
sarial examples that only transfer to its pirated model as the
query set. If the suspect model predicts the same labels for
most queries, they consider the suspect model is potentially
pirated from the source model. Both methods leverage the
adversarial examples to fingerprint the model, which suffers
from adversarial defenses.

2.3 Meta-Training
Unlike traditional machine learning tasks that learn from data
samples like texts and images, meta-training learns from neu-
ral networks. It aims to learn whether a model has some
property, such as whether a model has a dropout layer. Ate-
niese et al. [2015] first utilize the representation of the clas-
sifier to train a meta-classifier that discovers some statisti-
cal information about the training set. Oh et al. [2019] feed
query inputs into the shadow models and feed its outputs into
a meta-classifier, then it simultaneously optimizes both the
query inputs and the meta-classifier. Similar to Oh [2019],
Xu et al. [2021] propose MNTD to detect whether the model
is embedded with a backdoor. Our approach does not train a
meta-classifier, because we aim to construct a query set rather
than simply decide whether the model is pirated or not.

3 Problem Definition
3.1 Threat Model
We consider two parties, a model owner who trains the source
model, and an attacker who has stolen the source model
through illegal copy.

The goal of the model owner is to identify the stolen mod-
els that are remotely deployed by the attacker. The model
owner has (1) white-box access to the source model, (2)
black-box access to the model to be verified.

The attacker’s goal is not verified as the pirated version
of the source model while keeping a similar performance as
the source model. To achieve this, the attacker can attempt
to modify the query samples (input modification) or change
the model (model modification). We assume the attacker has
some validation data from the same distribution of training
data to fine-tune the model.

3.2 Guarding IP via Fingerprint DNNs
Protecting the IP of DNNs via fingerprinting methods con-
sists of two stages: fingerprint extraction and ownership ver-
ification. We describe those two stages as follows.
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Figure 2: The illustration of our framework.

Fingerprint Extraction. Given white-box access to a
source model M, the Extract function outputs a fingerprint
as FPM = Extract(M).

Ownership Verification. Given black-box access to a sus-
picious model V, V erify(V, FPM ) predict either 0 or 1,
where 1 denotes the suspicious model is an illegal copy from
the source model M.

3.3 Requirements for DNN Fingerprint
We aim to design a DNN fingerprint algorithm that satisfies
the following properties.

• Fidelity. The extraction of the fingerprint should not affect
the performance of the source model.

• Robustness. The algorithm should be robust against the
attacks such as input modification or model modification,
which aims to escape the ownership verification.

• Reliability. The algorithm should identify the illegal coped
models with a high probability.

• Integrity. The algorithm should not charge honest parties
with similar models for theft.

• Efficiency. The algorithm should not add a large overhead
on the process of fingerprint extraction and verification.

4 Method
As shown in Fig. 2, MetaFinger contains two stages: meta-
data generation and meta-training. In meta-data generation
stage, it trains and augments several shadow models as meta-
data. In the meta-training stage, MetaFinger optimizes some
images guided by triple loss to ensure that the images can
only be recognized by models stem from the source model.

4.1 Meta-Data Generation
In meta-data generation step, we first train some models from
scratch as negative models. Then inspired by data augmenta-
tion, we apply augmentation on models to establish a positive
model pool and a negative model pool as meta-data. In this
paper, we adopt weights noise strategy that first adds Gaus-
sian noise on the weights layer by layer then fine-tunes the

model to achieve high accuracy as:
param+ = GaussianNoise(0, std(param)/α) (1)

where param denotes the parameters of one layer, and std(·)
stands for the variance function. The α controls the strength
of perturbation, and small α encourages adding large noise.

4.2 Meta-Training
In this stage, we craft a query set via meta-training. We first
split the meta-data into train data Dtrain and validation data
Dval. The train data are used to optimize the images and
the validation data are used to evaluate the performance and
screen out the final query set. Unlike traditional meta-training
that trains a meta-classifier, we aim to construct a query set
that can be applied to verify the ownership of the model.

Our training process is inspired by metric learning with
triple loss that aims to reduce inner-class distance and enlarge
intra-class distance. But there is a distinct difference that we
only reduce the inner-class distance for positive class, not for
all classes. The reason is that we only require positive models
predict the same label that is different from the label predicted
by negative models. We do not force all negative models to
predict the same label as this may make it hard to optimize.
To achieve this, we adopt triple loss as the loss function and
only choose the anchor point from the positive class.

Before starting the meta-training process, we need to ini-
tialize the images X . One way is initialized with noise, and
the other way is starting from random train data. We find that
noisy images are hard to optimize because they are always
stuck to fixed classes. So we randomly choose some train
data as the starting point of images X . After giving necessary
inputs, as shown in Algorithm 1, the meta-training algorithm
first trains one epoch (line 6 ∼ 14), then evaluates its perfor-
mance to avoid over-fitting (line 15 ∼ 20), finally screens out
successful images as the query set (line 22).

Train One Epoch (line 6 ∼ 14). For each epoch, we
take the model from the positive models in turn as the an-
chor model panchor, then randomly select k positive mod-
els pi, i = {1, 2, ..., k} and k negative models ni, i =
{1, 2, ..., k} from the corresponding model pool. We feed the
trainable images X into those models and obtain their pre-
dicted probabilities. Then we compute their triple loss as:
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Algorithm 1 Meta-training
Input: Meta-data D, Images X , Learning Rate η, Train
Epoch Nepoch, Loss Control λ, Number of Sample k.
Output: Query set Q(X ′, Y ′)

1: Xbest, ACCbest = init param()
2: Dtrain,Dval = train val split(D)
3: Ptrain,Ntrain = postivate negative split(Dtrain)
4: Pval,Nval = postivate negative split(Dval)
5: for n = 1 to Nepoch do
6: for panchor in Ptrain do
7: p1, p2, ..., pk = random select(Ptrain, k)
8: n1, n2, ..., nk = random select(Ntrain, k)

9: Lpos =
1
k

k∑
i=1

KL(panchor(X), pi(X))

10: Lneg = 1
k

k∑
i=1

KL(panchor(X), ni(X))

11: Loss = Lpos − λLneg

12: X = X − η∇Loss
13: X = clip(X, 0, 1)
14: end for
15: Y = get label(X,Pval)
16: ACCneg = get mean acc(Nval, X, Y )
17: if ACCneg < ACClowest then
18: ACClowest = ACCneg

19: Xbest = X
20: end if
21: end for
22: Q = screen(Xbest)
23: return Q

Loss =
1

k

k∑
i=1

KL(panchor(X), pi(X))

− λ
1

k

k∑
i=1

KL(panchor(X), ni(X))

(2)

Where KL denotes Kullback-Leibler divergence that is
utilized to measure the distance of two probability distribu-
tions. λ is applied to control the intra-class distance and larger
λ pays more attention to reducing intra-class distance. k is
adopted to smooth the training process. The first term of loss
function minimizes the inner-class distance of positive mod-
els to encourage them to output the same results. The second
term maximizes the intra-class distance that forces negative
models to output different results as positive models. Then
we can optimize the X according to the gradient of loss.

Evaluate the Performance (line 15 ∼ 20). After one
epoch, we evaluate the performance of X and save the best X
as Xbest using validation data Dval. Specifically, we regard
the labels predicted by most positive models as ground-truth
labels Y . Then we calculate the mean accuracy of positive
models ACCpos and negative models ACCneg . Here, we
only consider ACCneg because we find the ACCpos always
close to 1. We save the Xbest that has the lowest ACCneg .

Screen Query Set (line 22). After training, we screen out
the successful images from Xbest with validation data Dval

to build the query set. For x ∈ Xbest and its corresponding
label y ∈ Y , if all positive models predict it as y, as well as
no negative models predict it as y, we add it to the query set.

5 Experiments
To demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of MetaFin-
ger, we run experiments against two types of removal at-
tacks including input modification and model modification
on CIFAR-10 and Tiny-ImageNet benchmark datasets. We
also compare our method with two advanced model water-
mark methods Adi [Adi et al., 2018], Jia [Jia et al., 2021], and
one DNN fingerprint method IPGuard [Cao et al., 2021]. We
implement Adi in two different ways: training from scratch
and fine-tuning the pretrained model, which are referred to
Adi(Scratch) and Adi(Pretrained), respectively. We only im-
plement Jia by fine-tuning the pretrained models.

5.1 Removal Attacks
Input Modification. Input modification applies preprocess-
ing operation on the inputs before feeding them into the
model for adversarial defense. It can also be adopted by the
attacker to remove the noise in the query data. We apply three
different preprocessing image transformations as follows.
• Random Resize and Padding (RP) [Xie et al., 2017]. RP

first resizes the image to a random size, then padding it to a
fixed size.

• Input Noising [Dziugaite et al., 2016]. Input noising adds
some noises to the images which may interfere with the ad-
versarial noise. We add Gaussian noise and universal noise
in the experiments.

• Input Smoothing [Xu et al., 2017]. Input smoothing con-
volves the image with some kernel, which makes the image
blurry. We adopt mean, median, and Gaussian kernel in the
experiments.
Model Modification. Model modification alters the source

model’s parameters to remove the watermark or fingerprint.
We apply fine-tuning, weight pruning, and weight noising to
modify the model.
• Fine-tuning. we fine-tune the model with validation data in

the following four modes as done in [Adi et al., 2018].
– Fine-Tune Last Layer (FTLL): Fine-tune the last layer in

the model and freeze all other layers.
– Fine-Tune All Layers (FTAL): Fine-tune all layers in the

model.
– Re-Train Last Layer (RTLL): Randomly initialize the

weights of the last layer and fine-tune them.
– Re-Train All Layers (RTAL): Randomly initialize the

weights of the last layer and fine-tune all layers.
• Weight pruning. Weight pruning has long been used to

compress the model by removing redundant weights. We
apply the same pruning algorithm in [Han et al., 2015],
which prunes parameters with small absolute values. To
restore the accuracy, we assume the attacker fine-tunes the
pruned models.

• Weight Noising. Weight noising adds noise to the weights
of the model as in Eq. (1), then fine-tunes it.
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Figure 3: The query set accuracy under (a) Fine-tuning, (b) Weight Pruning, and (c) Weight Noising on CIFAR-10 dataset.
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Figure 4: The query set accuracy under (a) Fine-tuning, (b) Weight Pruning, and (c) Weight Noising on Tiny-ImageNet dataset.

5.2 Robustness against Model Modification
To escape the identification of IP protection methods, the at-
tacker may alter the weights of the stolen model with fine-
tuning, weight pruning, and weight noising.

Fine-tuning. Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 4 (a) show the results
of fine-tuning on CIFAR-10 and Tiny-ImageNet. We ob-
serve that almost all methods still achieve 100% query ac-
curacy when only modifying the weights of the last layer ex-
cept Adi(Pretrained) on CIFAR-10. But when fine-tuning all
the weights, the query accuracy of backdoor based methods
sees a large decline, especially those pretrained methods. Dif-
fering from watermarking methods, our method can achieve
over 95% query accuracy under all fine-tuning operations.

Weight Pruning. We prune p% (from 10% to 70%) of
parameters with the smallest absolute value at each layer by
setting them to zero, then fine-tune the model. As shown in
Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 4 (b), the query accuracy of all evalu-
ated methods except our approach gradually declines as the
pruning ratio increases. But the test accuracy is still able to
recover to the original accuracy even when removing 70%
weights. Only our approach achieves over 95% query accu-
racy under all pruning rates.
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Figure 5: The query set accuracy under input modification.

Weight Noising. We perturb the model weights with Eq.
(1) and set α to different values, then fine-tune the model. Fig.
3 (c) and Fig. 4 (c) show that as the strength of added noises
increases (small α), the query accuracy of all other methods
begins to drop and eventually below 60%. In contrast, our
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Figure 6: The query set accuracy under input modification.

approach only slightly drops to around 95% under the largest
weight noise.

5.3 Robustness against Input Modification
Input modification preprocesses the inputs with image trans-
formations to defense adversarial examples, and it can also be
utilized to hinder the verification of DNN fingerprint meth-
ods. Fig. 5 and 6 show the results of all evaluated meth-
ods against six input modification methods on CIFAR-10 and
Tiny-ImageNet. We observe that the accuracy of all methods
has degraded to some extent under input transformations. It
is worth noting that although the test accuracy drops a lot,
our method still achieves over 80% accuracy regardless of
the input transformations. We conjecture that our method
adds many robust perturbations which can be recognized by
the classifier. Among all the methods, IPGuard performs the
worst because their query set is constructed with adversarial
examples which are not robust against image transformations.
Even the backdoor based methods do not add perturbations
on the inputs, the image transformations also significantly re-
duce their query accuracy.

5.4 Integrity
Instead of identifying stolen models with high query accu-
racy, DNN fingerprint and watermark methods should not
judge clean models as pirated models. Therefore, the query
accuracy of clean models should be as low as possible. Tab
1 gives the query accuracy on four different model architec-
tures on CIFAR-10. From this table we can observe that our
approach does not lead to high accuracy for clean models with
different network architectures, even our approach only trains
on Resnet architecture. IPGuard has the largest query accu-
racy on Resnet because their query data are full of adversarial
examples which easily transfer to similar network architec-
tures. Jia(Pretrained) yields the smallest query accuracy on
clean models because their query data consist of normal im-
ages with patch, which can only be predicted with the specific
labels by backdoored models.

5.5 Efficiency
A good IP protection method should also not put a large over-
head on the model owner. For our approach, the overhead

Methods Resnet VGG InceptionV3 DenseNet
Ours 4.00% 4.67% 12.33% 4.00%
IPGuard 13.00% 0.67% 0.67% 5.00%
Adi(Scratch) 12.67% 10.67% 11.00% 9.67%
Adi(Pretrained) 12.33% 12.00% 10.33% 10.67%
Jia(Pretrained) 0.33% 0.00% 0.00% 0.33%

Table 1: The query accuracy of all methods on clean models.
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Figure 7: The average query accuracy difference between all posi-
tive models and all negative models on CIFAR-10. AF is short for
augmentation factor, and ”AF=3” denotes that augments three mod-
els for one negative model.

lies in training negative models. To solve this problem, we
adopt DNN augmentation to increase the number of negative
models. Therefore, in this section, we investigate the impact
of negative models and DNN augmentation on our method.
As shown in Fig. 7, without DNN augmentation (AF=0),
even 15 negative models can not achieve high results. As
the augmentation factor increase, the query accuracy differ-
ence (the difference between the query accuracy of positive
models and negative models) increases greatly. With only 6
negative models and augmentation factor 5, our approach is
able to achieve 93% query accuracy difference.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, We propose a robust DNN fingerprint method
MetaFinger that fingerprints the inner decision area of the
source model by meta-training. MetaFinger trains some mod-
els from scratch and augments models as meta-data. Then
we optimize some images with meta-training guided by triple
loss. Finally, we screen out the images that are only rec-
ognized by models derived from the source model as the
query set. Compared with existing DNN watermark meth-
ods and DNN fingerprint methods, MetaFinger has the fol-
lowing advantages: 1) fidelity, it does not hurt the perfor-
mance of source model; 2) robustness, it is able to identify
all stolen models with 99.34% and 97.69% average query ac-
curacy against six input transformations and three types of
model modifications, which exceeds existing methods over
30%, 25% on CIFAR-10 and Tiny-ImageNet datasets. There-
fore, our approach provides a new way to protect the IP of the
owner’s model.
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